Posts by David de Hilster (rotchm…@gmail.com)
268. rotchm View profile
More options Jan 7, 11:46 pm
Newsgroups: sci.physics.relativity, sci.physics
From: rotchm <rot...@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 7 Jan 2012 20:46:42 -0800 (PST)
Local: Sat, Jan 7 2012 11:46 pm
Subject: Re: The LT refute the claim of Relativity of Simultaneity (RoS)
Reply | Reply to author | Forward | Print | Individual message | Show original | Report this message |
Find messages by this author
> Do you really think his ethnic background makes any difference?
That comment of mine was actually not towards ken but to you; i
wanted to see what idiot would respond to the 'chink' comment. Only
two persons responded to it: You and dono ! Ha!
> You're starting to sound like Dono, and that isn't a compliment.
But you are responding just like dono did. Have we a third ken now?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
________
247. rotchm View profile
More options Jan 7, 8:17 pm
Newsgroups: sci.physics.relativity, sci.physics
From: rotchm <rot...@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 7 Jan 2012 17:17:22 -0800 (PST)
Local: Sat, Jan 7 2012 8:17 pm
Subject: Re: The LT refute the claim of Relativity of Simultaneity (RoS)
Reply | Reply to author | Forward | Print | Individual message | Show original | Report this message |
Find messages by this author
> >> Please, Ken, what number is delta(-20-0) ?
> > It is -delta(20 seconds) or -delta(20 meters) on the left side of the
> > origin.
> Ken, ken, ken. A coordinate is a NUMBER. Are you THAT ignorant on basic
> mathematics?
> which NUMBERS are these nonsensical expressions?
Answer the question idiot ken. Give a number, no deltas.
Actually, I forbid you to use the expression 'delta'. I was nice
enough to let you be in the webconference today. But if you use
'delta' again here, I will permanently bar you from all npa.
So again, Answer the question idiot ken. Give a number, no deltas.
________________________________________________________________________________
On Dec 30, 9:08 pm, rotchm <rot...@gmail.com> wrote:

> > > xl = -L/2
>
> > No.....if you want to insert (-) in front of L then you must also make
> > the time coordinate as -t.
>
> Idiot ken, If you cant do basic algebra I will have to deny your
> attendance to the next
> Gravity Group (Doppler Theory of Gravity (DTG) and Improved Relativity
> Theory (IRT)) on
> the 2012-01-14. Keep it up and I will remove and bar you for life.
David...Go ahead and remove me from the npa. You are pathetic.
>
> But your little japscat granddaughter is invited show her a** on video
> in your place if she wants!
_____________________________________________________________________________________

41. setoken@att.net View profile
More options Jan 24, 4:09 pm
Newsgroups: sci.physics.relativity, sci.physics
From: "seto...@att.net" <seto...@att.net>
Date: Tue, 24 Jan 2012 13:09:31 -0800 (PST)
Local: Tues, Jan 24 2012 4:09 pm
Subject: Re: Is there a need for the SR concept of relatoivity of simultaneity (RoS)???
Reply | Reply to author | Forward | Print | Individual message | Show original | Remove | Report this
message | Find messages by this author
On Jan 24, 3:26 pm, rotchm <rot...@gmail.com> wrote:
> > > Why are you so afraid of answering a simple question, Ken?
> > > What is (-6)/(-2) ?
> If you dont answer correctly the question idiot ken, I will bar you
> from even watching npa vid talks.
> I dont want idiots like you on the npa who cant even do 3rd grade
> math.
rotchm is David de Hilster <da...@dehilster.com)
Some fact about dehilster:
1. He is racist.
2. He has no clue about SR.
3. He control the weekly video conference for the npa.
4. He planned to use his program to control the data base of
npa....the objective is to make millions as he said.
5. He will not allow anybody to present his theory that disagrees
with
his pet theory of Autodynamic.
6. He is a pathetic moron.
7. He is stupid...does not know what -6/-2 mean and that's why he

keep on asking the same question.
_______________________________________________________________________________
44. rotchm View profile
More options Jan 24, 4:21 pm
Newsgroups: sci.physics.relativity, sci.physics
From: rotchm <rot...@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 24 Jan 2012 13:21:18 -0800 (PST)
Local: Tues, Jan 24 2012 4:21 pm
Subject: Re: Is there a need for the SR concept of relatoivity of simultaneity (RoS)???
Reply | Reply to author | Forward | Print | Individual message | Show original | Report this message |
Find messages by this author
> >http://www.tiikoni.com/tis/view/?id=ec30944
> > He is BOTH!
> rotchm is David de Hilster <da...@dehilster.com)
Wrong again idiot ken. Keep it up and I will remove your page from the
npa site.
However, this is YOU:
http://www.tiikoni.com/tis/view/?id=ec30944
________________________________________________________________________________
Newsgroups: sci.physics.relativity, sci.physics
From: "seto...@att.net" <seto...@att.net>
Date: Tue, 24 Jan 2012 13:52:07 -0800 (PST)
Local: Tues, Jan 24 2012 4:52 pm
Subject: Re: Is there a need for the SR concept of relatoivity of simultaneity (RoS)???
Reply | Reply to author | Forward | Print | Individual message | Show original | Remove | Report this
message | Find messages by this author
On Jan 24, 4:21 pm, rotchm <rot...@gmail.com> wrote:
> > >http://www.tiikoni.com/tis/view/?id=ec30944
> > > He is BOTH!
> > rotchm is David de Hilster <da...@dehilster.com)
> Wrong again idiot ken. Keep it up and I will remove your page from the
> npa site.
> However, this is YOU:http://www.tiikoni.com/tis/view/?id=ec30944
Go ahead and remove my page from the npa site. I don't want you to
profit from my work.
rotchm is David de Hilster <da...@dehilster.com> and
<dehils...@gmail.com>
Some fact about dehilster:
1. He is racist.
2. He has no clue about SR.
3. He control the weekly video conference for the npa.
4. He planned to use his program to control the data base of
npa....the objective is to make millions as he said.
5. He will not allow anybody to present his theory that disagrees
with
his pet theory of Autodynamic.

6. He is a pathetic moron.
7. He is stupid...does not know what -6/-2 mean and that's why he
keep on asking the same question.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
44. rotchm View profile
More options Jan 24, 4:21 pm
Newsgroups: sci.physics.relativity, sci.physics
From: rotchm <rot...@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 24 Jan 2012 13:21:18 -0800 (PST)
Local: Tues, Jan 24 2012 4:21 pm
Subject: Re: Is there a need for the SR concept of relatoivity of simultaneity (RoS)???
Reply | Reply to author | Forward | Print | Individual message | Show original | Report this message |
Find messages by this author
> >http://www.tiikoni.com/tis/view/?id=ec30944
> > He is BOTH!
> rotchm is David de Hilster <da...@dehilster.com)
Wrong again idiot ken. Keep it up and I will remove your page from the
npa site.
However, this is YOU:
http://www.tiikoni.com/tis/view/?id=ec30944
28. rotchm View profile > > Why are you so afraid of answering a simple question, Ken? > > What is (6)/(-2) ? If you dont answer correctly the question idiot ken, I will bar you from even watching npa vid
talks. I dont want idiots like you on the npa who cant even do 3rd grade math.
More options Jan 24, 3:26 pm
Newsgroups: sci.physics.relativity, sci.physics
From: rotchm <rot...@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 24 Jan 2012 12:26:33 -0800 (PST)
Local: Tues, Jan 24 2012 3:26 pm
Subject: Re: Is there a need for the SR concept of relatoivity of simultaneity (RoS)???
Reply | Reply to author | Forward | Print | Individual message | Show original | Report this message |
Find messages by this author
> > Why are you so afraid of answering a simple question, Ken?
> > What is (-6)/(-2) ?
If you dont answer correctly the question idiot ken, I will bar you
from even watching npa vid talks.
I dont want idiots like you on the npa who cant even do 3rd grade
math.
________________________________________________________________________________
On Dec 30, 9:08 pm, rotchm <rot...@gmail.com> wrote:

> > > xl = -L/2
>
> > No.....if you want to insert (-) in front of L then you must also make
> > the time coordinate as -t.
>
> Idiot ken, If you cant do basic algebra I will have to deny your
> attendance to the next
> Gravity Group (Doppler Theory of Gravity (DTG) and Improved Relativity
> Theory (IRT)) on
> the 2012-01-14. Keep it up and I will remove and bar you for life.
David...Go ahead and remove me from the npa. You are pathetic.
>
> But your little japscat granddaughter is invited show her a** on video
> in your place if she wa
____________________________________________________________________________ts
21. rotchm View profile
More options Jan 12, 9:40 pm
Newsgroups: sci.physics.relativity, sci.physics
From: rotchm <rot...@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 12 Jan 2012 18:40:57 -0800 (PST)
Local: Thurs, Jan 12 2012 9:40 pm
Subject: Re: Simultaneity Revisited
Reply | Reply to author | Forward | Print | Individual message | Show original | Report this message |
Find messages by this author
Idiot ken, your an idiot.
*THIS Saturday*, we are all invited to attend your talk on the NPA.
We will all be asking you to evaluate (-6)/(-2), be forwarned.
_____________________________________________________________________________
41. setoken@att.net View profile
More options Jan 16, 12:55 pm
Newsgroups: sci.physics.relativity, sci.physics
From: "seto...@att.net" <seto...@att.net>
Date: Mon, 16 Jan 2012 09:55:32 -0800 (PST)
Local: Mon, Jan 16 2012 12:55 pm
Subject: Re: Simultaneity Revisited
Reply | Reply to author | Forward | Print | Individual message | Show original | Remove | Report this
message | Find messages by this author
On Jan 14, 6:52 pm, rotchm <rot...@gmail.com> wrote:
> > No .. but there are two intervals here .. differences between two different
> > pairs of events. So you can get two different answers ... and you do. Your
> > lies really don't fool anyone
> he is hopeless. he cant do 3rd grader math... and today he failed his
> own NPA presentation! He had to ask someone else to read it and do for

> him! Pathetic...very pathetic...
rotchm....@gmail.com is David de Hilster of npa.
His email addresses are as follows:
David de Hilster <dehils...@gmail.com>
David de Hilster <da...@dehilster.com>
Some facts about David de Hilster:
1. He is a racist....he called me a chink.
2. He is in charge of the weekly video conference of npa and the npa
data base. He threatened to kICk me out of the npa even though he does
not have the authority to do so..
3. In an effort to prevent me to present my theory of gravity to the
npa group on Jan 14 he muted my sound. That's why I asked someone else
to read my slides.
4. I think David de Hilster is pathetic moron.

42. rotchm View profile
More options Jan 16, 6:46 pm
Newsgroups: sci.physics.relativity, sci.physics
From: rotchm <rot...@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 16 Jan 2012 15:46:49 -0800 (PST)
Local: Mon, Jan 16 2012 6:46 pm
Subject: Re: Simultaneity Revisited
Reply | Reply to author | Forward | Print | Individual message | Show original | Report this message |
Find messages by this author
> rotchm....@gmail.com is David de Hilster of npa.
Nope. You are wrong again.
> Some facts about David de Hilster:
> 1. He is a racist....he called me a chink.
*I* called you a chink. But you are the one who is disrespectful by
mutilating our language in this NG, by not respecting our conventions
or our discussions. You are not welcome here.
> 3. In an effort to prevent me to present my theory of gravity to the
> npa group on Jan 14 he muted my sound.
I am more tempted to believe that its because you are an idiot and you
didn't know how to setup your system.
>That's why I asked someone else
> to read my slides.
No. You asked them because you cant speak English correctly and that
you feared to be asked (-6)/(-2).
89. rotchm View profile
More options Jan 7, 8:17 pm

Newsgroups: sci.physics.relativity, sci.physics
From: rotchm <rot...@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 7 Jan 2012 17:17:22 -0800 (PST)
Local: Sat, Jan 7 2012 8:17 pm
Subject: Re: The LT refute the claim of Relativity of Simultaneity (RoS)
Reply | Reply to author | Forward | Print | Individual message | Show original | Report this message |
Find messages by this author
> >> Please, Ken, what number is delta(-20-0) ?
> > It is -delta(20 seconds) or -delta(20 meters) on the left side of the
> > origin.
> Ken, ken, ken. A coordinate is a NUMBER. Are you THAT ignorant on basic
> mathematics?
> which NUMBERS are these nonsensical expressions?
Answer the question idiot ken. Give a number, no deltas.
Actually, I forbid you to use the expression 'delta'. I was nice
enough to let you be in the webconference today. But if you use
'delta' again here, I will permanently bar you from all npa.
So again, Answer the question idiot ken. Give a number, no deltas.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_
114. rotchm View profile
More options Jan 7, 10:12 pm
Newsgroups: sci.physics.relativity, sci.physics
From: rotchm <rot...@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 7 Jan 2012 19:12:19 -0800 (PST)
Local: Sat, Jan 7 2012 10:12 pm
Subject: Re: The LT refute the claim of Relativity of Simultaneity (RoS)
Reply | Reply to author | Forward | Print | Individual message | Show original | Report this message |
Find messages by this author
> > What, Seto? Are you disputing the correctness of the space-time
> > graphically showing the relativity of simultaneity?
> He's probably still trying to work out what (-6)/(-2) is. Still hasn't been
> able to answer. What a joke.
Plus he's a chink, so he should know how to use a calculator!
89. rotchm View profile
More options Jan 7, 8:17 pm
Newsgroups: sci.physics.relativity, sci.physics
From: rotchm <rot...@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 7 Jan 2012 17:17:22 -0800 (PST)
Local: Sat, Jan 7 2012 8:17 pm

Subject: Re: The LT refute the claim of Relativity of Simultaneity (RoS)
Reply | Reply to author | Forward | Print | Individual message | Show original | Report this message |
Find messages by this author
> >> Please, Ken, what number is delta(-20-0) ?
> > It is -delta(20 seconds) or -delta(20 meters) on the left side of the
> > origin.
> Ken, ken, ken. A coordinate is a NUMBER. Are you THAT ignorant on basic
> mathematics?
> which NUMBERS are these nonsensical expressions?
Answer the question idiot ken. Give a number, no deltas.
Actually, I forbid you to use the expression 'delta'. I was nice
enough to let you be in the webconference today. But if you use
'delta' again here, I will permanently bar you from all npa.
So again, Answer the question idiot ken. Give a number, no deltas.
__________________________________________________________________________________
201. rotchm View profile
More options Dec 30 2011, 9:08 pm
Newsgroups: sci.physics.relativity, sci.physics
From: rotchm <rot...@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 30 Dec 2011 18:08:31 -0800 (PST)
Local: Fri, Dec 30 2011 9:08 pm
Subject: Re: The LT refute the claim of Relativity of Simultaneity (RoS)
Reply | Reply to author | Forward | Print | Individual message | Show original | Report this message |
Find messages by this author
> > xl = -L/2
> No.....if you want to insert (-) in front of L then you must also make
> the time coordinate as -t.
Idiot ken, If you cant do basic algebra I will have to deny your
attendance to the next
Gravity Group (Doppler Theory of Gravity (DTG) and Improved Relativity
Theory (IRT)) on
the 2012-01-14. Keep it up and I will remove and bar you for life.
But your little japscat granddaughter is invited show her a** on video
in your place if she wants!

202. setoken@att.net View profile
More options Dec 31 2011, 10:21 am
Newsgroups: sci.physics.relativity, sci.physics
From: "seto...@att.net" <seto...@att.net>
Date: Sat, 31 Dec 2011 07:21:15 -0800 (PST)
Local: Sat, Dec 31 2011 10:21 am
Subject: Re: The LT refute the claim of Relativity of Simultaneity (RoS)

Reply | Reply to author | Forward | Print | Individual message | Show original | Remove | Report this
message | Find messages by this author
On Dec 30, 9:08 pm, rotchm <rot...@gmail.com> wrote:
> > > xl = -L/2
> > No.....if you want to insert (-) in front of L then you must also make
> > the time coordinate as -t.
> Idiot ken, If you cant do basic algebra I will have to deny your
> attendance to the next
> Gravity Group (Doppler Theory of Gravity (DTG) and Improved Relativity
> Theory (IRT)) on
> the 2012-01-14. Keep it up and I will remove and bar you for life.
David...Go ahead and remove me from the npa. You are pathetic.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
__
223. rotchm View profile
More options Dec 30 2011, 8:51 pm
Newsgroups: sci.physics.relativity, sci.physics
From: rotchm <rot...@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 30 Dec 2011 17:51:48 -0800 (PST)
Local: Fri, Dec 30 2011 8:51 pm
Subject: Re: The LT refute the claim of Relativity of Simultaneity (RoS)
Reply | Reply to author | Forward | Print | Individual message | Show original | Report this message |
Find messages by this author
> Ken, Ken, Ken. You are an old piece of dirt. Most of your grandchilds (I
> hope) could explain this to you.
The only thing good that seto produced in his life is his japscat girl
granddaughter.
89. rotchm View profile
More options Jan 7, 8:17 pm
Newsgroups: sci.physics.relativity, sci.physics
From: rotchm <rot...@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 7 Jan 2012 17:17:22 -0800 (PST)
Local: Sat, Jan 7 2012 8:17 pm
Subject: Re: The LT refute the claim of Relativity of Simultaneity (RoS)
Reply | Reply to author | Forward | Print | Individual message | Show original | Report this message |
Find messages by this author
> >> Please, Ken, what number is delta(-20-0) ?
> > It is -delta(20 seconds) or -delta(20 meters) on the left side of the
> > origin.
> Ken, ken, ken. A coordinate is a NUMBER. Are you THAT ignorant on basic
> mathematics?
> which NUMBERS are these nonsensical expressions?
Answer the question idiot ken. Give a number, no deltas.

Actually, I forbid you to use the expression 'delta'. I was nice
enough to let you be in the webconference today. But if you use
'delta' again here, I will permanently bar you from all npa.
So again, Answer the question idiot ken. Give a number, no deltas.
21. rotchm View profile
More options Jan 12, 9:40 pm
Newsgroups: sci.physics.relativity, sci.physics
From: rotchm <rot...@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 12 Jan 2012 18:40:57 -0800 (PST)
Local: Thurs, Jan 12 2012 9:40 pm
Subject: Re: Simultaneity Revisited
Reply | Reply to author | Forward | Print | Individual message | Show original | Report this message |
Find messages by this author
Idiot ken, your an idiot.
*THIS Saturday*, we are all invited to attend your talk on the NPA.
We will all be asking you to evaluate (-6)/(-2), be forwarned.
22. setoken@att.net View profile On Jan 12, 9:40 pm, rotchm <rot...@gmail.com> wrote: > Idiot ken,
your an idiot. > *THIS Saturday*, we are all invited to attend your talk on the NPA. > We will all be
asking you to evaluate (-6)/(-2), be forwarned. You are a racist David de Hilster
More options Jan 16, 1:12 pm
Newsgroups: sci.physics.relativity, sci.physics
From: "seto...@att.net" <seto...@att.net>
Date: Mon, 16 Jan 2012 10:12:35 -0800 (PST)
Local: Mon, Jan 16 2012 1:12 pm
Subject: Re: Simultaneity Revisited
Reply | Reply to author | Forward | Print | Individual message | Show original | Remove | Report this
message | Find messages by this author
On Jan 12, 9:40 pm, rotchm <rot...@gmail.com> wrote:
> Idiot ken, your an idiot.
> *THIS Saturday*, we are all invited to attend your talk on the NPA.
> We will all be asking you to evaluate (-6)/(-2), be forwarned.
You are a racist David de Hilster
___________________________________________________________________________

25. setoken@att.net View profile
More options Jan 17, 10:50 am
Newsgroups: sci.physics.relativity, sci.physics
From: "seto...@att.net" <seto...@att.net>
Date: Tue, 17 Jan 2012 07:50:11 -0800 (PST)
Local: Tues, Jan 17 2012 10:50 am

Subject: Re: Simultaneity Revisited
Reply | Reply to author | Forward | Print | Individual message | Show original | Remove | Report this
message | Find messages by this author
On Jan 16, 6:37 pm, rotchm <rot...@gmail.com> wrote:
> > > *THIS Saturday*, we are all invited to attend your talk on the NPA.
> > > We will all be asking you to evaluate (-6)/(-2), be forwarned.
> > You are a racist David de Hilster
> Who ever that is...
That is you: rotchm...@gmail.com is David de Hilster. You were the
only other person who can mute me during the Jan 14 presentation.
I will write to the npa membership to show them what a racist you are.
>Just like you get (-6)/(-2) wrong, you get peoples
> identities wrong. You get EVERYTHING wrong. Your just an idiot. You
> couldn't even manage to do your own presentation last saturday!
Yes you carried out your threat in the thread "The LT refute the claim
of RoS" by muting my sound.

26. rotchm View profile
More options Jan 17, 11:53 am
Newsgroups: sci.physics.relativity, sci.physics
From: rotchm <rot...@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 17 Jan 2012 08:53:26 -0800 (PST)
Local: Tues, Jan 17 2012 11:53 am
Subject: Re: Simultaneity Revisited
Reply | Reply to author | Forward | Print | Individual message | Show original | Report this message |
Find messages by this author
> > Who ever that is...
> That is you: rotchm...@gmail.com is David de Hilster.
You are quite confused....again.
> You were the
> only other person who can mute me during the Jan 14 presentation.
Nope. There is another who can inadvertently mute you: YOURSELF. Your
lack of competence kept you muted.
> I will write to the npa membership to show them what a racist you are.
1-you dont know how to write
2-racist:A person who believes that a particular race is superior to
another; I have no such belief. But I do believe that *you*, as a
scientist/physicist/mathematician/3rd grader is inferior.
3-they will all laugh at you and next time you might not even have the
ability to chat or call into the npa conferences...(because of your
incompetence or alzheimer)...
____________________________________________________________________________________

345. rotchm View profile
More options Dec 26 2011, 9:48 pm
Newsgroups: sci.physics.relativity
From: rotchm <rot...@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 26 Dec 2011 18:48:59 -0800 (PST)
Local: Mon, Dec 26 2011 9:48 pm
Subject: Re: version of the train and platform thought experiment
Reply | Reply to author | Forward | Print | Individual message | Show original | Report this message |
Find messages by this author
> Shito is not a "chink", he's japanese-american.
LOL. I was waiting to see what sucker would jump on that! It was
simple-minded-easily-provoked dono! LOL
Chinks, japs,... they are all the same thing btw! Have you never taken
any ethnic courses from Archie Bunker!?
> You need to stop lying, you aren't American, you are french-canadian.

